
Section 96 Question 

 

Issue 

In the instant scenario the issues which arise are firstly, whether the under s. 96 of the Constitution, the 

Commonwealth Parliament can legislate to appropriate a grant, secondly, whether such a grant can be 

provided with Conditions attached, and finally, if any conditions offend the limitations of the Constitution will 

can they be severed without restricting the operation of the Act or does the Act wholly fail. 

 

Law 

Section 96 of the Constitution reads: During a period of ten years after the establishment of the 

Commonwealth and thereafter until Parliament otherwise provides, the Parliament may grant financial 

assistance to any State on such terms and conditions as the Parliament thinks fit. 

 

In Victoria v Commonwealth (Federal Roads case) (1926) The High Court held that the grants were valid 

and not limited by s. 96 or any other provision of the Constitution thus allowing Parliament to attach 

conditions to effect legislation outside of s. 51 heads of power. 

 

The case of South Australia v Commonwealth (First Uniform Tax Case) (1942) was authority for the 

proposition that the Commonwealth could use the grants power to induce a State to exercise its power, or to 

abstain from exercising. It was held that the Commonwealth could induce the States to cease collecting 

income taxes, as long as it did not legally compel or coerce them to abandon their legislative powers.  

 

The Second Uniform Tax Case (1957) affirmed the above position where the High Court once again found 

the Grants Act to be validly supported by s 96. Here it was said a State could levy their own taxes and not 

accept any conditions attached to any grants if they so wished, provided that such conditions where within the 

nature of the grant. 

 

In Attorney-General (Vic) Ex Rel Black v Commonwealth (1981) 146 CLR 559 (the DOGS case) the 

Commonwealth made a specific purpose grant to the states on condition that the state pass on the money to 

specific non-government schools nominated by the Commonwealth.  It was held the grant was within power 

as the State was not compelled to accept the grant but in doing so accepted the conditions offered. Gibbs J 

stated that Parliament can impose a condition under s. 96 to achieve a result which it lacks power to bring 

about with legislation as opposed to framing such a condition to evade any express limitations in the 

Constitution. 

 

This is made evident by the case of PJ Magennis Pty Ltd v Commonwealth (1949) 80 CLR 382. Here the 

legislation failed as invalid. Here the relevant agreement contained a term that NSW would not be paying full 

current market value and thus the Commonwealth legislation was deemed unconstitutional. As the states are 

not bound by just terms of s. 51(xxxi), the NSW legislation that hinged on the invalid Commonwealth one just 

removed the reference to the invalid Act and acquired the land. Ultimately, the Commonwealth is unable to 

legislate conditions for State to purchase property and transfer it to the Commonwealth at a lower rate. 

 

 


